Welcome to the Planetary Dog Moon of Manifestation, the
tenth moon of the Planetary Service Wavespell
Now is the time to manifest the seed of what was initiated in the first moon of this Galactic Seed year.
It is a time of deprogramming from old paradigms, old ways of thinking. Detach from the known.
Empty your cup. To manifest the new we must die to the old. This moon coincides with the Planetary
Worldbridger in the yearly wavespell of the magnetic Earth, calling us to die to the old in order to
bridge heaven and Earth.
Hopi prophecies speak of the two-hearted path. This occurs when the head and heart are not
connected which creates a world out of balance or out of order.
The Hopi prophecy was revealed after the Second World War and the atomic bomb, which the
prophecy refers to as the “second shaking”.
The prophecies say there will be a third shaking. Right now we are in the process of feeling the outer
reverberations of the third great shaking. When the third shaking happens then the path of the twohearted ones will come to an end. Then we go through the sipapu into the next world or the world of
the center. This planetary rite of passage is to bring humanity through the next sipapu and through
the changing of the worlds, through the changing of the time.
The 13 Moon calendar and codes of the Law of Time serve as resonant activators for crossing the
bridge to the next world by regenerating light within the planetary mind (the noosphere). These codes
are vibrational conductors that help us reorient our mind with the solar/cosmic frequencies.
In the pulsar geometry, the tenth tone is the final tone of the first-dimensional life pulsar that
manifests the challenge. The main challenge is to change the time. This is a magnificent gift to know
we can actually do this and that human beings can be engaged in this process. This puts the human
species literally in synchronization with itself with the time and the time that is changing. This is a
magical and highly sacred enactment.
Continuing our One Moon = One Kin count (which began 217 moons ago in the Yellow Overtone
Seed Year) means that this Moon is Moon Kin 218 - White Planetary Mirror - a galactic activation
portal kin, as well as the date of the discovery of the tomb of Pacal Votan!
In other words, as a fractal of Kin 218, this Moon is a 28-day galactic activation portal, and is
profoundly connected to the prophecy of Pacal Votan, encoded and stored in his tomb - which was
itself discovered on Kin 218, White Planetary Mirror!
Today, Yellow Cosmic Warrior concludes the Yellow Seed Wavespell which began on Kin 144 twelve
days ago. This completes the first of 11 Wavespells of the “144 Days to Star Remembrance” Today
begins the 52-day Yellow Southern Castle of Giving, Court of Intelligence, as well as the 13-day Red
Earth Wavespell of Navigation. “Red Earth tribe Initiates Giving through power of Navigation”. Today
begins the 2nd of the 11 Wavespells of the "144 Days to Star Remembrance". This Moon has a
beautiful symmetry to it, where the first day of the Moon is the 13th (Cosmic) Tone, or the end of a
wavespell - and the last day of the Moon is the 1st (Magnetic) Tone (the beginning of a wavespell). In
between these two days are two perfect wavespells of 13 days each: The Red Earth wavespell of
navigation, and the White Dog wavespell of Heart (remembering that the Planetary Moon itself has
the totem of the Dog!)
The final day of the Moon is Kin 183 Blue Magnetic Night, starting the Blue Night wavespell of
Abundance…

We are in the Planetary Moon of Manifestation, which starts by completing the Blue Western Castle
of Transformation, then starts Yellow Southern Castle of giving, and concludes by starting the
wavespell of Abundance…to manifest a new world there must be Giving in the spirit of infinite
Abundance to create and realize the world of our highest and deepest dreams!
In relation to the 2 wavespells of the year, that of the Red Galactic Earth, attracting the power of
navigation and being able to flow in synchronicity and the wavespell of the Red Magnetic Moon,
attracting the power of purification and the possibility to redeem the theft of Time, this 10th moon
relates to the tenth step of the wavespells, the White Planetary Worldbridge and the White Planetary
Mirror. We have the chance to manifest and perfection our letting go and be a mirror that reflects
eternal order. As far as Aura-Soma is concerned, we will connect with Bottles 6, 18 and 10, the
Energy Bottle, the Egyptian Bottle 1 and the Go and Hug a Tree bottle. When we die we are reborn to
a new life and for that transition a lot of vital energy comes. We are both the path of the lovers and
the possibility of an inner marriage of out male and female sides. That will bring a healing of our solar
plexus and old power issues and reflect our inner sun and solar consciousness and the connection to
the Tomb of Pacal Votan. The manifestation will pass through a letting go of old karmic patterns and
a connection with the space of the heart.

